For the case A, & 0, if one further assumes that the vacuum state preserves parity, these conditions uniquely determine the remaining unbroken internal-symmetry group to be the U{l) gauge group of Maxwell theory {as well as the Einstein general coordinate group). For the case A =0, the internal-symmetry group is only partly determined. However, the condition that a spontaneous breakdown occurs automatically causes a violation of parity, and thus affords a natural origin of this phenomenon for weak interactions. The structure of the pseudo-Goldstone bosons of the theory {which are absorbed by the vector mesons of the broken gauge invariances) is determined.
I. INTRODUCTION In recent years, gauge theories have played an increasingly important role in efforts to understand high-energy phenomena. Any theory that attempts to unify the different physical interactions must discuss two not unrelated questions: the structure of the dynamical interactions among the fundamental fields, and the nature of the internalsymmetry group that governs these interactions. The conventional Yang-Mills gauge theories shed considerable light on the first of these questions, as they uniquely determine the interactions among the gauge vector mesons and greatly restrict the other interactions (though the latter are not uniquely determined, particularly those interactions that determine whether or not a spontaneous breakdown of a symmetry occurs). In this connection, theories based on gauge supersymmetry' ' may represent a useful possibility, as here all fields are gauge fields and hence all interactions are essentially uniquely determined. A number of very interesting and important suggestions exist in the literature concerning the second question (the internal-symmetry group). However, for the most part these suggestions have had phenomenological motivation. It would certainly be more desirable to have the internal-symmetxy group determined in a more fundamental way, e.g. , by pxoperties of the gauge theory itself. It is the purpose of this paper to show that the condition of spontaneous symmetry breaking in gauge-supersymmetry theory does indeed determine at least part of the structure of the internal symmetrygroup, and the possibility arises that a theory based on gauge supersymmetry can determine internally (without additional phenomenological assumptions) its internal-symmetry group %'hile. the ideas presented here still represent work in progress, it is heartening that the symmetry groups that arise in the models allowed by gauge supersymmetry are actually those that appear to be relevant to the real interactions of nature.
Since the possibility of self-determination of internal symmetries is a rather unique (and unexpected) feature of gauge supersymmetry, let us begin by discussing in general terms how this can come about. The basic assumption of gauge supersymmetry is that all physical fields are members of the multiplet of the single tensor superfield g~s(z). Here z" =- (x",8 ') in the superfield expansion of g»(z): 
5B""(x) = S"A. " (x) 5B"", = S"X",(x) -f"sex, (x)Bc (x), g &"? = e(e-y"). , g"s=tzz) zz+p'(ey~) (ey") s .
(3.1)
We have assumed here that 0 have the same dimensions as x" so that P has dimensions of mass. Eq. (1.7), shows that g""'s plays the role of a background metric for the dynamical fields b"e(z).
Thus the internal-symmetry gauge transformations (1.6) which do not leave g""s invariant must be related to the broken internal symmetries. More precisely, when one calculates 6g""~using Eq.
(1.4), one will find terms proportional to A."and to [r&, M, ] =0, l =1, 2, . . . , p 2N .
( 3 5) (3.6)
Note that in general one may write I'"=y"I' and so the odd-parity parts of M, lead to anticommutators with 1".
IV. GOLDSTONE-BOSON STRUCTURE
In this section we examine the origin of the fictitious Goldstone bosons that arise as a consequence of the spontaneous breakdown of internal symmetries. As will be seen, a fictitious Goldstone boson arises for each internal symmetry whose global transformation does not preserve g""~. Mass growth then sets in for the corresponding gauge vector meson, which exhibits the breakdown of the associated local gauge invariance. In order to determine the internal-symmetry group in detail one needs two items: (i) the dimension N of the Fermi space, and (ii) the form of the matrix I'"which enters in g&'~. Information on both these items comes from the equations which determine g""'z'z = (O~g"s~0); i.e. , at the tree level g""s is a solution of Eq. (1.5). We will see explicitly in the examples of Secs. V and VI how the tree equations give information on both items and hence allow at least a partial determination of the internal-symmetry group without the use of phenomenological assumptions.
One may include the odd-parity transformations Eq. (2.10) into the internal-symmetry algebra to form a larger algebra with both even-and oddparity transformations.
One finds now that the subalgebra that preserves the vacuum metric (and hence remains unbroken) i.e. ,
Thus for the symmetric elements of GL(lV, H) Eq. (2.6a} implies" 5f" (x) =21(,)(x) +d"aof s The necessary condition that a spontaneous symmetry breaking occur at the tree level is that the vacuum metric g""'s = -(O~g»~0) be a solution of Eq.
(1.5). Inserting the form (3.2) for g""'s into the explicit expressions given in Appendix A for 8» one finds" Trl p 1~, R""=ih '(TrI""I'")(8I'")", ii s = 2h -'(r&1'"I'")"s -h '(Trl'"I'g)(81' )"(81"")s. The only unbroken-internal-symmetry gauge is the U(1) gauge associated withA"(x). One (6.6) shows that there is also a second unbroken gauge in U(2) x U(2) generated by t~"=e (e.g. , the lepton number gauge). This is of course an incorrect prediction of the model. One may hope that this gauge is broken at a later stage dynamically. The fact that only three of the four mesons of SU (2) 
where u, b = (0; 1) depending upon whether the assoc iated index A, B = (g; n, u) is (Bose; Fermi) .
In this appendix we summarize for ease of ref- ff'""=-r", , +(-1)"r"', , Lett. 36, 1526 (1976).
P. Nath and B. Arnowitt, Phys. Lett. 658, 73 (1976) . =-ggo, (z). Thus F(x) must be symmetric, but there is no constraint on E(x). We use the notation (MA){ MA)5a~We write Q)~g) = -Q~-Qg". 
